AMUG PURPOSE

To continue to provide professional development to water and wastewater professionals to further the implementation of asset management concepts through networking with other systems and content experts.

MEETING THEME

Collecting and using quality data

AGENDA

10:00 Welcome & Introductions

10:15 Lemons to Lemonade: Using Asset Management Principles to Assure Quality Data

When asset management is on your to do list have you wondered “Where do I start,” or “How do I do this?” The scope of the task is daunting, at best, and overwhelming at worst. KC Water will share their real-world approach to asset management implementation, focusing on its most fundamental component, Quality Data, and the benefits of operating from a quality data perspective.

High quality data is the lifeblood to developing an effective asset management program and is necessary to determine how the other concepts in asset management will be utilized for making business decisions. Discover how a multi-stakeholder team of individuals, representing a variety of perspectives and business needs and unified around the concepts and goals of asset management, worked together to develop a data application that met all these goals.

Scott Parker, Utility Asset Manager, Kansas City Water
Joel Mendoza, Applications Developer, Kansas City Water
Amanda Griffin, PE, Burns and McDonnell
11:30   BREAK – Lunch Provided

12:00   Tour

12:30   **WaterOne Asset Management**
        Description TBA

        *Darin Kamradt, Director of Finance, WaterOne*
        *Ros Percy, Staff Analyst, WaterOne*

1:45    Updates and Resource Sharing

2:00    Enjoy Your Weekend!